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Abstract—We often talk about games, simulations and other 
events in learning, but these technologies support only 
episodic learning. Equally important are those technologies 
that provide a context for these learning episodes, an 
environment where students interact and converse among 
themselves. This paper describes experimentation in the 
development of distributed online courses and in software - 
particularly, the personal learning environment - that 
support the formation of connections between the far-flung 
pieces of such courses. This work, in turn, is suggesting and 
supporting the model of learning described in the first 
section, that of a course network supporting and informing 
an ever-shifting set of course episodes. This in turn suggests 
a pedagogy of participation rather than retention, and even 
suggests distributed and locally-based forms of evaluation 
and assessment. Future developments will focus on realizing 
these concepts as software or at least software prototypes. 
The intent of such systems is to facilitate the conversation 
and interaction around episodic learning events in a 
distributed environment, transforming them from elements 
in a linear flow-based design to free-floating objects in an 
environment.  
 

Index Terms—Web 2.0, Social Web, E-learning, Personal 
Learning Environment (PLE), Distributed learning 
environment, RSS, Pedagogy of Participation. 
 

I.  CONTEXT 

Online learning today is beginning to be dominated by 
developments in games, simulations and related 
technologies [1]. And there is no doubt that this is a 
positive development for the field. Such applications are 
almost unambiguously beneficial for the student. In 
addition to providing an engaging and immersive 
environment for student learning, substantially improving 
motivation and interaction with the learning material, 
games and simulations are able to support learning in 
complex environments, offering a subtlety simple 
instruction-based or lecture-based learning cannot offer 
[2].  

What most characterizes games and simulations is that 
they are not merely forms of instruction, they are 
environments, into which students must immerse 
themselves in order to participate [3]. As environments, 
they model complex relationships between variables, 
resulting in an experience that is unpredictable and 
unique each time played [4]. It is this feature, and not 
simply the action and the graphics that motivates learners 
and draws them in. With the addition of interaction with 

other participants, as seen in massive online gaming 
environments, the experience can be almost addictive [5].  

That said, these environments, by their very nature, 
require intense preparation on the part of the designer. In 
addition to graphics and game play, there is the content of 
'storyline' to consider [6]. In the case of learning 
environments, the planned learning objectives or 
outcomes need to be programmed into the game design, 
involving a further layer of preparation. Consequently, 
games and simulations fall into a category similar to 
lectures and presentations in that they involve statically 
designed learning objectives and strategies [7].  

As a consequence, interaction with such environments, 
even the most immersive and addictive game or 
simulation, must have a start point and an end point. Such 
systems are by their very nature episodic. Because they 
must be designed in advance, they are inherently static, at 
least at the level of overall design and framework. 
Consequently, they represent a separation between the 
learner's in-environment experience and his or her wider 
life of leisure and work. Consequently, in order to place 
games, simulations and other episodic learning events 
such as classes and lectures, into the context of the 
student's wider life, a wider frame of reference is 
necessary. In this wider frame we would expect to find a 
wider environment of conversation and interaction with 
friends and associates. This wider frame situates, and 
plays a significant role in the selection, of episodic 
learning events. 

Why is this necessary? In short, it is simply impossible 
for simulation, game and learning designers to design 
unerringly for the learning needs of the student. First, and 
significantly, we often do not know what it is we want to 
teach the student [8]. Today's environment is variable, 
which means situations - and hence, fact - change fluidly. 
One day Pluto is a planet, the next day it is not. One day 
Czechoslovakia is a country, the next day it is not. One 
day capitalism is the unassailable foundation for our 
economic system, the next day, following a market 
collapse, it is not. Moreover, today's environment is 
complex. The relations between variables cannot be 
described or even predicted. An understanding of such 
things as the financial system or global climate change 
requires a subtle and ever-changing perspective on the 
discipline. 

Second, learners themselves are changing. There has 
been much discussion in recent years about the rise of the 
'digital native' or of the 'net generation'. It has even been 
suggested that our interactions with modern 
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communication technologies change the way we think. 
Even if we reject such descriptions as students as overly 
broad and inaccurate generalizations - and there is good 
reason for doing so - it is nonetheless the case that the 
needs, capabilities and interests of the target audience is 
rapidly shifting and changing. As much as it is tempting 
to say that human nature is unchanging, it appears 
nonetheless the same that human experience is endlessly 
varied, resulting in any number of approaches to media in 
general and learning in particular. A child raised on text 
alone will think and learn differently from a child raised 
on cartoons or a child raised on Facebook [9].  

In part, our best response to the variability and 
complexity of the subject matter along with the changing 
nature of the learner is to design systems that are 
decentralized, to push learning decisions down the 
hierarchy or out to the edges of the network [10]. This 
logic, which is characterizing not only new learning but 
also new approaches to business and management [11], is 
based on the idea that those who are closest to the 
situation are in the best position to make decisions about 
it. In the military, this means that company commanders, 
and not generals, must make tactical decisions. In 
business, this means that salespeople and customer 
service representatives must determine marketing policy. 
And in learning, this leans students must be empowered 
to make their own learning decisions. This is the basis for 
the models and strategies that characterize what has come 
to be called informal learning [12].  

But there is in addition a second and critical aspect to 
this wider environment of conversation and interaction. It 
is not merely to create a network into which to situate 
episodic learning, but rather, to create a network that 
learns and thus adapts and reshapes itself based on those 
conversations and interactions [13]. We need to consider 
learners not only as the subjects of learning, entities to 
whom we deliver learning content, but also the sources of 
learning, functioning as the perceptual input for the wider 
network [14]. The things we say, the things we choose to 
read or view, the things we link to, the people we send 
messages to - all of these constitute input to the learning 
network, causing it to reform, causing it to present, say, 
one learning episode rather than another, one game rather 
than another, one simulation rather than another. And, 
moreover, our reflections and commentary on various 
games, simulations and learning events constitute 
feedback for those systems, modifying them internally as 
well, either directly, or through a series of design 
iterations, just as we see in (for example) agile 
programming [15].  

Learning networks capture an essential element in 
learning today, the simple fact that we don't know what 
we want to teach. Indeed, it is often suggested that the 
best we can manage is to teach students how to learn, and 
to encourage them to manage their own learning 
thereafter. But even this principle is subject to changing 
affordances of technology and changing capabilities of 
students; how we learn itself is something that changes, 
and cannot be precisely taught. The way musicians learn, 
for example, changes as they grow from novice to expert 

[16]. For this reason, we need to see the educational 
system itself as adaptive rather than merely prescriptive. 

We are seeing the development of specific instances of 
this approach to learning today. For example, a learning 
system called Company Command, designed by officers 
in the U.S. military starting in 2000, is essentially a 
learning network composed of company commanders 
[17]. While most traditional military training is conducted 
from trainer to learner, Company Command starts with a 
significantly different proposition: that knowledge exists 
in the minds of the members or participants, and this 
knowledge is derived from their direct (and recent) 
experience in the field. 

In addition, the need for content and support emerges 
from conversations among the participants. These 
interactions are able to reveal not only what company 
commanders know, but also what they don't know (and 
need to know). The interaction, in other words, meets and 
addresses an objection often put of self-directed learners 
that they don't know what they need to know [18]. While 
this may be true, through participation and interaction in 
this wider environment they are able to identify these 
needs (as expectations, for example), and hence to select 
and conduct appropriate learning episodes [19].  

The model of Company Command is one that has been 
repeated many times on the internet. Company Command 
itself began as one of thousands of Drupal applications. 
The core purpose of Drupal is to facilitate the creation 
and management of communities online [20], including 
communities of practice of the sort that typify such cases 
as Company Command. Drupal, an open source content 
management system, enables the creation of individual 
accounts, the creation of discussion posts and pages and 
other content, and the sharing of this content online with 
other community members. Many other systems provide 
similar functionality [21], and in learning, the learning 
management system (LMS) provides the wider 
conversational context for in-person or online learning 
episodes [22].  

More recently, social networking technologies have 
come to be applied to content and learning management 
systems [23]. The core of a social networking technology 
is the capacity to create links between members in a 
community - to create, in other words, social networks. 
These links are usually created explicitly, through the 
declaration of each of the users as 'Friends'. Often, the 
creation of links is associated with the creation of 
content, as in content management systems. The last few 
years have seen the development of social network 
services online such as Facebook, Friendster, LinkedIn, 
and MySpace as well as a service for creating social 
networks [24]. 

Social networks represent a gradual decentralization of 
content and contact online. Content management systems 
(and before them, email lists and useNet groups) organize 
people and content by hierarchy, by topic and content 
thread. In social networks, such associations are created 
by the users themselves. Topics, for example, are not 
assigned centrally, but are instead created by individuals 
'tagging' certain content with terms or categories they 
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choose themselves [25]. Each person's social network on 
a social networking site, moreover, is unique; there is no 
definitive grouping of people, only a clustering of people 
with more or less similar interests. 

Software to create social networks is the logical 
successor to content management systems such as 
Drupal, and in the field of learning, the most prominent 
such system is Elgg. In addition to supporting content 
creation and the creation of networks of friends among 
members, Elgg allowed people to import content from 
remote sites and to syndicate this content through the use 
of RSS feeds [26]. Systems such as Elgg therefore 
combine the functions of content management and social 
networking. 

In summary, then: we often talk about games, 
simulations and other events in learning, but these 
technologies support only episodic learning. Equally 
important are those technologies that provide a context 
for these learning episodes, an environment where 
students and interact and converse among themselves. 
Historically, this role has been played by the content 
management system, while more recently systems 
supporting social networks have also come into 
prominence. Such systems represent a partial 
decentralization of the management of learning, pushing 
some decisions (such as association with other learners or 
clustering of material into categories) from central 
decision-makers to the learners themselves. 

II. CURRENT 

At the turn of the century, the dominant model of 
online community proposed by pundits was one that 
could be characterized as a 'destination resort'. It would 
be, suggested writers like Hegel and Armstrong, a 
complete interest-based community revolving around 
travel, homeowners or personal finance [27]. Members 
would be attracted through marketing and content, would 
be encouraged to contribute content, would become loyal 
to the community through friendships and interaction, 
and would be monetized through value-added services 
and sales. What developed instead resembles barrios 
more than resorts: a complex interweaving of online 
services, sites, interactions and applications developed ad 
hoc rather than at the behest of some community planner. 

Also at the turn of the century, it was thought that 
online services would interact with each other in an 
organized and managed way - they would, in other words, 
be "choreographed". The classic example involved a 
travel service where one central provider - the agent - 
would send requests via web services to hotels, car rental 
agencies, airlines and even caterers in order to seamlessly 
manage the experience [28]. What developed instead 
were random, individualized and often ad hoc 
assemblages known as 'mash-ups', these based on 
lightweight communications technologies such as REST, 
AJAX and APIs [29].  

Far from being neat and organized, the internet has 
become complex. Far from settling into one web 
community, users jump from service to service, creating 
(and discarding) new identities as needed. A typical web 

user may have multiple 'home pages' - their personal 
blog, their photo page on Flickr or Picassa, their Google 
Reader account, shared documents through Zoho, their 
video page on YouTube, their Twitter account, their 
profiles, on Facebook, MySpace and LinkedIn, their 
Wikipedia login, their email accounts, and (often least) 
their university LMS login. While real friendships and 
communities develop through this mélange, loyalty to 
online sites and services is limited and fleeting [30].  

It is in this environment that the University of 
Manitoba's Connectivism course was developed in the 
fall of 2008 [31]. Developed by George Siemens and 
myself, at least, one intent of the Connectivism course 
was to facilitate the transition from a neat, constrained 
and centralized learning management system to a 
distributed environment in which students and instructors 
employ multiple online services and applications [32]. 
Consequently, the Connectivism course must be viewed 
as one of the first distributed courses to be created - not 
simply distributed in terms of time or place, but 
distributed in terms of website or application. 

Much has been or will be written about the course 
elsewhere, but it is sufficient and relevant to say that 
roughly 2200 people signed up to participate in the 
course. While the course was offered as a tuition-based 
for-credit course, in order to foster the network dynamics 
we also chose to open the course to all participants [33]. 
In this we were following not so much the model offered 
by OpenCourseWare and others, which made learning 
materials freely accessible online, but rather David Wiley 
and Alec Couros in offering actual course instruction 
available online. We wanted students not merely to 
consume learning materials, but rather, in the manner of 
the wider environment discussed above, to contribute to 
the learning through conversation and interaction [34].  

To this the students contributed in droves. The central 
course aggregator listed 170 separate weblogs or similar 
RSS feeds contributed by students, each of whom used 
their own blog or website to participate in discussion 
[35]. Additionally, thousands of comments were 
contributed to the central Moodle forum, three separate 
areas in Second Life were contributed, Google Groups 
were created, a Ning was created, and more. In fact, 
student contributions to the course continue to this day 
even though the course was completed in December, 
2008.  

As no viable mechanism for connecting the disparate 
and distributed course contributions exists, we adapted 
my newsletter software, gRSShopper, for the course [36]. 
This software was developed out of a need for a personal 
online web space to do more than was possible in Drupal 
(in fact, I document my trial with Drupal in a series of 
posts). gRSShopper is available as free and open source 
software for public download. 

gRSShopper is a prototype personal learning 
Environment (PLE). The PLE is a concept developed in 
2005 in conversations with and among members of JISC 
CETIS and their friends and associates [37]. The idea of 
the personal learning environment is that it performs 
many of the functions of a content management system 
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and of a social network system but from the perspective 
of the individual rather than the community or the 
institution [38]. Hence, the PLE may be understood as the 
intersection of the multiple home pages employed by any 
given individual. In the first instance, the PLE is a 
concept, rather than an application - it is the idea that a 
person's web presence can be distributed [39]. And in 
applications such as gRSShopper it is the instantiation of 
that idea in a personal application. 

In the context of the Connectivism course, the 
prototype PLE proved to be an admirable teaching 
application as well. While online course content was 
provided to students using the more traditional 
mechanisms of a Moodle learning management system 
(to host discussions and conversations) and a course Wiki 
(to host the course outline and links to learning resources) 
the use of gRSShopper allowed us to send, by email and 
RSS, a daily newsletter to students' own email or RSS 
readers [40]. In this way, we were linking course material 
out, to students. Student registrations to the email 
newsletter remained at a constant level of 1870 
subscriptions through the full duration of the course. 

Additionally, however, gRSShopper has a built-in RSS 
aggregator. Hence, we collected the feeds from the 170 
separate blogs and websites created by participants and 
stored the student contributions in the gRSShopper 
database. This allowed us to filter content by tags and to 
include this content into the daily course newsletter 
mailouts. We selected and distributed material containing 
the 'CCK08' tag (thus not diluting the newsletter with 
unrelated material) . We also created (manually) links to 
online events such as Elluminate and Skype discussions, 
sessions in Second Life, occasional videos, diagrams and 
other resources [41].  

Because there were so many people contributing to the 
course, and because the content of the course actually 
shifted and varied according to participation and input 
into the course, it was necessary to emphasize to students 
that their role in the course was not to attempt to 
assimilate all course content. This was neither possible 
nor desirable. Rather, students were told that their role 
was to select and sample course content, pursuing areas 
of interest, reading related material from both within and 
outside the course, and then to contribute their unique 
perspective based on this reading [42]. Students would be 
evaluated, we said, not based on their retention of course 
material, but rather, on the basis of their contribution to 
the discussion, their interaction and sometimes 
collaboration with other participants, and their evolving 
capacity to work within a network to produce new 
knowledge in the field. 

Indeed, the world-wide and distributed nature of the 
course suggested an alternative method of evaluation 
entirely, one that separated course content from 
evaluation. Students from other countries and other 
institutions could register into the course as students and 
participate in the course, and use their work in the course 
as material submitted for evaluation in their own home 
institution. To that end, we made all assignments and 
evaluation metrics available to all participants, to share 

with their home institutions. At least one person 
requested, and was evaluated, in this fashion. 

To summarize: we are currently seeing 
experimentation in the development of distributed online 
courses and in software - particularly, the personal 
learning environment - that support the formation of 
connections between the far-flung pieces of such courses. 
This work, in turn, is suggesting and supporting the 
model of learning described in the first section, that of a 
course network supporting and informing an ever-shifting 
set of course episodes. This in turn suggests a pedagogy 
of participation rather than retention, and even suggests 
distributed and locally-based forms of evaluation and 
assessment. 

III. FUTURE 

Future developments around the concept of the 
conversational and interactive environment begin with 
preparations for a second offering of the Connectivism 
course in 2009. In particular, work to date has revolved 
around the idea of simplifying the production of course 
newsletters. Even with content aggregation, these were 
taking the author (me) about an hour every day, as course 
content (such as planned online events, readings, etc.) 
needed to be input into the newsletter body. To this end, a 
system to develop serialized feeds [43] was created, in 
order to automate the distribution of scheduled course 
content [44].  

The idea of a serialized feed is to create elements and 
to store them into a data base. Each element of course 
content corresponds roughly to a blog post - that is, it is 
dated, has its own page, and may link to external 
resources or services. Each post is then given an offset 
value which stipulates, in number of of days, how long 
after the onset of the course a material should be 
delivered. When a course is initiated (by the registration 
of students into the course) the timer is started. The 
system automatically delivers a newsletter each day. 
Student contributions, filtered for the CCK08 tag as 
before, are harvested and inserted into the newsletter. 
Then any content from the database with an offset 
matching the current course day is also added. The 
completed newsletters are distributed by email or RSS. 

Serialized feeds are one aspect of a more general 
development program being undertaken around the idea 
of the personal learning environment. As noted above, the 
PLE merges the function of the content management 
system with the social network service, and does so from 
the perspective of individual students. Hence the PLE 
could be depicted as being a node at the centre of a 
network, connected (using standards such as RSS) to 
content and other services across the web. Examples of 
such services in Scott Wilson's paradigm document 
include Flickr, 43things, LiveJournal (a blogging 
service), an academic publisher, and more [45].  

In the PLE project being undertaken by the National 
Research Council, the functionality of the PLE is 
depicted in four major stages: to aggregate, that is, to 
collect content from the individual's and other online 
content service providers, where aggregation includes 
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elements of recommendation, data mining and automated 
metadata extraction ; to remix, or to organize content 
from several different sources in different ways, 
including through automated clustering; to repurpose, or 
edit, localize, or otherwise modify or create new content; 
and to feed forward, or send the content to subscribers 
and other web services, either via RSS syndication, email, 
Twitter, or other relevant services [46].  

When viewed from the perspective of a collection of 
students taking a class (such as, for example, the 
Connectivism class), what is created using the PLE is not 
a recreation of the capabilities of the learning 
management system, but rather, a learning network. 
Though through the use of serialized feeds and similar 
mechanisms educational institutions and instructors can 
feed content, services and resources into the network, 
actual structures of the network, along with many of the 
resources exchanged in the network, are created by the 
students themselves. These structures are reflective of the 
students' interactions with each other and with the wider 
community (surrounding a particular content domain) and 
hence the structure of the network varies as student 
experience varies [47]. A network of PLEs is a learning 
network. 

As suggested above, the pedagogy of such a network is 
strikingly different from what we might find in a content-
based (content-management based) course. The order and 
structure of the content is dissolved; while episodic 
content (such as books, simulations or lectures) maintain 
an internal logic and structure, the linear or hierarchal 
structure that previously defined courses is entirely 
absent. This does not mean that the relation between 
course, participants and content is completely 
unstructured, only that the nature of the structure has 
changed. It makes more sense to think of learning 
episodes as objects that inhabit the wider environment, 
the conversational and interactive environment that 
constitutes the course [48]. The entities in such an 
environment - individual students, as instantiated as 
PLEs, along with course episodes, as instantiated as 
readings or services or games - interact with each other 
much in the way physical objects interact in an 
environment: not according to any central plan, but via 
the internal motives and affordances of each object. 

The computational structure for such a model exists in 
the field of object-oriented programming, where 
computer programs consist not (simply) as lists of 
instructions to be followed, one after another, in a linear 
or branching manner, but rather in an open-ended 
consideration of the properties and states of each object 
[49]. On the internet, the best example of such systems 
are the Multi-User Dungeons (MUDs) that were 
developed in the late 80s and early 90s, where objects 
could have properties and methods (functions) that 
influence those properties, and could send messages to 
other objects invoking methods in those objects as well 
[50].  

This model informs the design of learning experiences 
as well. In traditional learning design, as instantiated by 
(say) EML or IMS-LD, learning design consists 

(essentially) of a flow of learning experiences, 
choreographed (or directed) just as web services manage 
access to different travel resources, where there is a 
script, planned learning outcomes, and localized, content-
based evaluation or assessment [51]. The traditional 
model suits a world of content management systems 
where the delivery of learning episodes as well as the 
content of those episodes can be anticipated and planned 
in advance [52]. An alternative to traditional learning 
design, state-based learning design, will be proposed, 
such that the presentation (and even the content) of a 
learning episode will vary depending on the relative 
states of the objects in a given environment - that is to 
say, the set of values and methods present in the set of 
objects in a given interactive space (defined by linkages 
between individuals and content). In state-based learning 
design, learning resources are not arranged as sentences 
in a paragraph or chapters in a book, but rather, are used 
as a form and means of communication, more in the 
manner of words in a vocabulary. Their use is suggested 
by content rather than mandated by learning imperatives. 

Such a change is essentially a migration of IMS 
Learning Design into a Rule-Based design more 
characteristic of object oriented systems [52]. Rules may 
resemble simple functions, such as "show an activity" or 
"hide an activity" or may represent more complex 
interactions. While traditional IMS learning designs could 
be mapped into such a system, the reverse would not 
always be true; as such a system would be capable of 
more open-ended interactions not describable in a flow-
based format. The interaction between user and content 
would resemble the dynamics and interplay of a 
simulation or a game. Indeed, these latter learning 
episodes would take their place as objects within this 
larger learning environment. 

To summarize: future developments have focused on 
realizing the concepts displayed in the Connectivism 
course as software or at least software prototypes. The 
intent of such systems is to realize the objective of the 
design of the Connectivism course, to facilitate the 
conversation and interaction around episodic learning 
events in a distributed environment. This realization is 
essentially that or re-orienting learning objects, 
transforming them from elements in a linear flow-based 
design, such as described in IMS-LD, to free-floating 
objects in an environment, activated by the triggering of 
rules in an object oriented environment.  
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